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BACKGROUND

Since the 1980s there has been a rapid expansion of grant
aided private forests, which now comprise 45% of the total
forest estate. However, no overall production forecast is
available for the full national estate, including state and
private forests.

The Irish government is committed to increasing the national
area of forest to 12% by 2030 and to increasing the utilisation
of wood, particularly for the generation of energy from
renewable and sustainable sources. Development is
constrained, however, by the lack of consolidated roundwood
supply forecasts for energy and other traditional assortments.
There is therefore a compelling requirement for a GIS
forecast model to generate national, regional and catchment
production forecasts.

A desktop study, published in 2001, was the first step towards
quantifying the full production potential of the forest resource
of the island of Ireland. One of main recommendations of the
study was that a continuous multi-attribute forest inventory
for both state and private forests is needed to more accurately
forecast production and monitor growth.

The Forest Service commenced the National Forest Inventory
(NFI) of state and private forests in 2004; this has been
completed and published (Forest Service 2007-1, 2007-2,
2007-3). It is timely to evaluate the data requirements for
national production forecasting from both state and private
forests.

This project is specifically designed to produce reliable
national, regional and catchment geospatial forecasts of
private sector timber supply using existing Forestry
Commission static and national dynamic yield models.

OBJECTIVES

The short term objectives are to develop an interim GIS
forecast on a national and catchment basis for privately
owned forests (2009-2028) to replace the current private
sector forecast; and to publish an interim private sector timber
supply forecast within 12 months after consultation with
interested parties.

In the long term, the objectives are:

• To analyse the possibility of generating a reliable forecast
of production from privately owned forests using the
existing National Forest Inventory (NFI) plot data;

• To compare plot versus stand based methods for
forecasting future timber production from privately
owned forests;

• To develop an internet interface for the provision of
national and catchment forecasts through an easy to use
client browser, which is fully compatible with iFORIS and
ESRI products, using industry standard licence free GIS
software.

PROGRESS

A number of requirements to forecast volumes from the
private sector are missing, e.g. forecast rules, management
regime, site productivity etc. The initial focus of the project
has been to address these gaps. Forecast rules have been
developed for: rotation length; thinning; volume reduction
factors; species and default yield models; and harvest losses.

An initial review of available private forest datasets was
undertaken. The Premium Dataset received from the Forest
Service is being reviewed and evaluated for completeness and
reliability of spatial information.

A number of forest companies have expressed their
willingness to co-operate with the project in terms of
validating management regimes.

COFORD has established a roundwood supply group with
industry representation. The project has given a presentation
to the group and will act as Secretary.

Joint meetings with the CLUSTER project have identified
areas for mutual collaboration.

The NFI data contain no information on top height or yield
class. The data were analysed to determine whether it would
be possible to apply a surrogate top height based on mean
heights collected. Robust relationships between mean height
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and top height have been developed for the main coniferous
species based on permanent sample plot data provided by
Coillte. Models were also developed to predict the upper and
lower prediction intervals. These mean height top height
models allow the NFI plot data to be populated with top
height, yield class with the precision of the estimates
quantified.

Code for the GROWFOR growth model has been modified to
allow forecast estimates to be generated for any number of
input vectors for both thinned and unthinned Sitka spruce
stands. This capacity will be extended for all coniferous
species for which GROWFOR models exist.

ACTIVITIES PLANNED

• Analyse the possibility of generating a reliable forecast
of production from privately owned forests using the
existing National Forest Inventory (NFI) plot data.

• Compare plot versus stand based methods for forecasting
future timber production from privately owned forests.

• Develop an internet interface for the provision of national
and catchment forecasts through an easy to use client
browser, which is fully compatible with iFORIS and ESRI
products, using industry standard licence free GIS
software.

OUTPUTS

The FORECAST project has made the following
presentations:

• COFORD Growth Modelling and Forecasting Workshop,
Portlaoise, May 2008.

• COFORD Council, Portlaoise, June 2008.

• COFORD Roundwood Supply Group, Portlaoise,
September 2008.

• GIS Ireland 2008, The Guinness Storehouse, Dublin,
October 2008.

• Forestry Commission, Silvan House, Edinburgh, October
2008.

• SEI BWG SUB-GROUP - RESOURCE, SEI Glasnevin,
October 2008.

• COFORD Roundwood Supply Group, Portlaoise,
November 2008.
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